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Name: ___________________________

Circle the correct word to complete each sentence. 

1. The teacher tried to ___________________ an answer from the student.

elicit illicit 

2. When Alex entered the kitchen, he kept a ___________________ silence while the chefs argued.

discreet  discrete 

3. The committee ___________________ rules for the residents of the community.

proscribed prescribed 

4. The speaker for the evening was an ___________________ astronomer who discovered a distant star.

imminent eminent

5. Olivia was ___________________ in sports; she preferred reading and art.

disinterested uninterested 

6. The options presented to them covered the full ___________________ from silly to brilliant.

gambit  gamut 

7. The gentleman meant well, but his advice only ___________________ the situation.

exacerbated exasperated

8. The Anasazi were ancient people ___________________ to the southwestern part of the United States.

indigenous indigent

Word Pairs: Choose the Correct Word
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